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AgVA New Members
Lisa & John Peterson 

Osage, IA

Bunton Farms, Ronald Bunton 
Woodburn, KY

Lee Brothers, John Lee 
Little Rock, AR

Stribling Farms, Finis Stribling III 
Thompsons Station, TN

AgVA Foundation
The AgVA Foundation awards grants on a quarterly basis. The NEXT 
DEADLINE is NOVEMBER 30th. You can go to www.agvafoundation.com 
to find out the grant criteria and guidelines.  You can also apply online 
or print off a paper application and mail it in. To see some of their past 
grant recipients go to their Facebook page “AgVA Foundation.” 

Glue Up Software Launch 
Ag Ventures Alliance has 
migrated its membership 
software to the Glue Up 
platform. This will allow 
us to strengthen our 
communication with you 
and improve your access to member benefits. See what’s happening at 
Ag Ventures Alliance, network with other members, and manage your 
membership online or with the Glue Up mobile app. Communication 
on the enrollment to Glue Up will be sent via email by the end of 
October. If you have not received the enrollment email by November 
5th, 2022, please contact Kellie Hamilton at 641-494-2368 or by email at 
khamilton@agventuresalliance.com.

AgVA Foundation Grant Presentation 
to Central Springs AgEd Boosters 
AgVA Foundation Board Director Chuck Souder presenting check to 2022 
Grant Recipient Central Springs AgEd Boosters represented by Booster 
Laura Cunningham and FFA President Aubrey Hoeft at their AgEd and 
FFA Fundraiser Barbeque held on September 7th. The AgVA Foundation 
is pleased to be able to help start a new chapter where there hasn’t been 
one for over 50 years that already has over 40 members with such great 
community support!

Countryside Angels
The Countryside Angels held three different meetings in June, August, and 
September.  The companies discussed were Salin 247 (robotic planter), Corral 
Technologies (GPS cattle collars), and most recently Midland Co. (contract 
grown shrimp).  The Midland Co. meeting was the first in-person meeting 
with a meal since COVID, and we had a great turn out.  We are waiting to 
hear back on member interest in the Midland Co. deal and working towards 
another opportunity in the coming months.
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Portfolio News
SwineTech’s founder Matthew Rooda was 
requested to speak at the National Pork 
Industry Conference (NPIC) as an industry 
expert on the main stage.  The SwineTech 

team also worked on developing a WiFi training plan for 
customers, streamlining the support process where issues 
could arise.  SwineTech is in due diligence with a strategic 
investor who is a large player Swine Genetics, and they have 
closed funding for their convertible note, with plans for a 
second close in October. 

Phinite is close to completing 
commissioning of their upgraded post-
processing plant, which will be able 
do 5 tons per hour of fertilizer.  A new 

construction on a production system near Clinton, NC is 
about to begin.  Phinite would like to hire a senior mechanical 
engineer to be able to bring design efforts in house.

Midland Co.  is currently retrofitting a production 
space that will hold their nursery systems, targeting 
startup systems this fall.  This system will be able 
to provide juvenile shrimp for three pilot contract 

growers.  Midland is building a pipeline of interested pilot 
contract growers, with challenges finding suitable buildings.

EarthSense had 25,000 acres 
signed up in two weeks for their 
cover crop planting service, 

which is more than they can handle right now.  Ag soil carbon 
sequestration is a huge opportunity for EarthSense, where 
they can participate through helping farmers adopt cover 
crops.  EarthSense is working with a biotech startup to develop 
custom ML algorithms for them to make TerraSentia data more 
useful for their specific use case – nitrogen fixing microbes

®

New Investments
Choplocal is an online marketplace 
that makes it easy for farmers 

and butchers to connect directly with consumers.  Their 
e-commerce platform allows farmers, butchers, and small 
businesses to list their products and showcase their brand. This 
gives consumers a one-stop-shop to access local, quality meat 
that is trustworthy and convenient. AgVA initially invested in 
June 2021, and made a follow on investment here in July.

Corral is developing a cattle collar and 
software system to remotely manage 
cattle grazing. The purpose of the system 
is to help ranchers increase profits by 
utilizing grazing lands more efficiently 

without needing to build or repair fences. Their system allows 
ranchers to move cattle anywhere they want, as often as they 
want. This addresses many problems ranchers are facing 
including high rent costs, manual fencing, feed costs, and 
labor shortages. The system allows ranchers to utilize intense 
rotational grazing practices more effectively, which has many 
positive effects on the herd.

Tractor Zoom uses auction 
and retail sales data to value 

farm equipment for farmers, lenders, insurance providers, 
and equipment manufacturers. The Tractor Zoom platform 
collects auction market sales data and packages it into a 
useful interface for equipment decision makers. Tractor Zoom 
offers access to ag equipment values through a subscription 
platform. AgVA first invested in Tractor Zoom in Dec. 2020, and 
made a follow on investment is September.

Midland is developing a turnkey contract 
grower system for shrimp production using 
an innovative, and proprietary algae-based 
recirculating aquaculture system (RAS). The 
company operated a commercial production 

facility in Story City where they have proven out the water 
treatment technology, grown shrimp to market size, and 
demonstrated consumer demand.  Midland Co. is in the 
process of moving their nursery facility to a farm location.

Distynct is a remote management 
system for hog barns, that 

connects smart sensors to a centralized cloud system. 
Real time data is used to monitor hardware like feed bins, 
temperature, manure pits, propane, water usage, etc. This data 
is used to generate insights for the farmer or confinement 
company to create custom alerts, understand historical trends, 
and use for benchmarking

Field Days 2022 
The Ag 
Ventures 
Alliance Field 
Days took place 
in August at 
the Armstrong 
Research Farm 
in Lewis, IA 
and North 
Iowa Area 
Community 
College in 
Mason City, IA. 

We invited several startups that are shaping the future 
of agriculture. We started each event with outdoor field 
demonstrations before moving to indoor presentations 
that included news and announcements from Ag Ventures 
Alliance. The startups that participated include: 

Environmental Tillage Systems, the maker of the Soilwarrior, 
kicked off the 
field demos 
by educating 
us about the 
benefits of 
strip-till and 
what to look for 
when making a 
strip in a field. 
The field day 
attendees had 
a chance to ask 
about operating 
the equipment, 
fertilizer placement, and fertilizer reduction.  

Salin 247 provided the second field demo and used the 
small robotic platform to plant into the strips made by the 
Soilwarrior! The founder shared the many struggles with 
engineering an autonomous robot, and how the team was 
worked through each of them.

ReEnvision Ag wrapped up the field demos in Mason City 
by demonstrating the Ultra Low Disturbance Seed Injection 
Spike planting system. There were a handful of seed dealers 
and farmers following closely and checking seed depth and 
seed to soil contact with great interest! 

Holganix shared an indoor presentation about microbial 
products. They also announced their newest product, 
Breakdown, that was designed with farmer network feedback 
to help decompose crop residue. 

Phospholutions shared a presentation about their advanced 
fertilizer product that makes phosphorus more available to 
crops. They shared a number of research trial results and 
where the RhizoSorb product is going in the future.  

Farmers Risk shared a presentation about grain marketing 
and the software platform they are building to specifically 
help farmers manage pricing risk that considers markets, 
basis, insurance levels, and other factors specific to farming.  

We wrapped up the evening with a Countryside Angels 
investor pitch from Corral Technologies. Corral is building 
a virtual fencing system that helps cattle farmers and 
ranchers to adopt intensive rotational grazing to increase 
stocking rates, increase pasture production, increase soil 
health without the massive amounts of labor and fencing 
traditionally required. 

A post-event survey shared that those who responded to the 
survey would recommend the event to a friend, so make sure 
you join us for the next Ag Ventures Alliance field day to see a 
glimpse of the future of ag!


